
ONE-YEAR PRESCRIPTION EYEWEAR SCRATCH PROTECTION 
 
What Items Does Scratch Protection Cover?  Shady Rays will provide one replacement for scratched 
lenses on certain prescription eyewear purchased from ShadyRays.com, without charge, within one-year 
after purchase.   
 
What Is Not Covered by Scratch Protection? This Scratch Protection program does not cover CR39 
prescription lenses without both Mirror coating and Anti-Reflective coating.  Replacement requests for 
scratched prescription lenses after one replacement or any other damage to your prescription eyewear, 
are subject to the processing fees under the One-Year Prescription Eyewear Replacement Program.   
 
Scratch Protection does not cover damage to or loss of non-prescription shades, non-prescription blue 
light glasses, snow goggles, React lenses and frames, and further does not cover apparel, accessories, 
mystery pairs, or products received through promotional events.  Items purchased from websites or 
sellers other than ShadyRays.com are not covered by Scratch Protection.  Items damaged or lost more 
than one-year after purchase are not covered by this program. 
 
Are There Limits to the Number of Replacements Under the Program?  Yes.  For scratched lenses, you 
may only obtain one replacement of the same purchased item, so long as supplies are available, within 
the first year after purchase.  If your item’s style is sold out or has been discontinued, you will be offered 
another item of similar or reasonably equivalent style as identified by Shady Rays.        
 
How Does the Scratch Protection Program Work?  If your prescription eyewear lenses become 
scratched, you may request a new pair by submitting a request via the Prescription Eyewear 
Replacement Program online process via Shady Rays website at wegotyou.shadyrays.com.  
 
Proof of purchase may be required to make a Replacement Request.  You may also be required to 
provide photographs of the damage to your item. 
 
Items will be replaced with the same style and color, provided supplies are available. If your item’s style 
is sold out or has been discontinued, you will be offered another item of similar or reasonably 
equivalent style as identified by Shady Rays. 
 

http://.shadyrays.com/

